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Open about the open-rate?

State of email tracking in marketing emails and its effects

on user’s privacy
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Abstract. While many suspected that commercial email communica-
tions would be obsolete by 2020, email still continues to prevail over
other mediums in terms of bringing revenue. In order to take full advan-
tage of this valuable channel, commercial emails are tagged with tracking
measures that at the very least enable senders to obtain individual read
receipts for their emails. The collection of these read receipts, referred to
as the open-rate, is used to measure the success of the campaign. In this
paper we investigate the implications of email tracking, as it is used for
obtaining open-rates, on recipients’ privacy. In addition, we demonstrate
the prevalence of email tracking in marketing emails of 736 websites and
provide suggestions for mitigating its privacy risk.

1 Introduction

While web traffic dominates our modern usage of Internet, email is another
inevitable part of our online life. Many suspected that email would fade away by
the advent of alternative technologies [6,37,42] but in reality, email still continues
to be among the most fundamental building blocks of our online life. In addition
to delivering day-to-day communications, emails are widely used for distributing
marketing contents [20]. It is estimated that marketing emails account for 44%
of all emails in a user’s inbox [1]. Popularity of email for distributing marketing
content is partly due to its high Return of Investment (ROI) rate. As a recent
report suggests, marketers can expect an average ROI of e42 for every e1 they
spend on email marketing [46].

Being a strategic channel in terms of bringing revenue, marketing emails often
include analytics measures that enables marketers to measure the effectiveness
of their email marketing strategy. Stimulating user engagement is considered as
one of the main goals of email campaigns [46]. The campaign open-rate is a
metric used to represent user engagement by indicating the proportion of the
recipients who opened a certain marketing email.

Techniques for increasing campaign open-rates are highly sought after. Sev-
eral email marketing businesses offer dedicated services for increasing open-rates.
For example, the company, phrasee1, offer personalized machine generated sub-

1 https://phrasee.co/

https://phrasee.co/
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ject lines that promise to boost email open-rates. Similarly, various email mar-
keting platforms offer send time optimization services [41,32] that personalize
email delivery time to be the “optimum” time in which each recipient is most
likely to open the email. In fact, even from an academic perspective, techniques
are proposed for increasing campaign open-rates such as the research by Sahni
et al. [44].

To calculate the open-rate of their email campaign, marketers take advantage
of HTTP requests for remote images to track their emails. Therefore, instead of
directly embedding images in the email message, they host images on a remote
web server and include their URL address in the email message. At the mo-
ment when the recipient opens one of these emails, a series of HTTP requests
are initiated by the email client for loading these remote images. These HTTP
requests carry the information required for tracking email open-rates in three
forms: meta-data, headers, and URL parameters. While meta-data and headers
are generic to all HTTP requests, URL parameters are chosen by the sender
and can be personalized to carry identifying information about the recipient. A
primitive (yet still widely used) example for such personalization is a remote
image that uses the recipient email address as part of its URL.

The information carried in HTTP meta-data, headers, or URL parameters
allow senders to infer more than just the campaign open-rates. Especially, with
personalized parameter the HTTP requests act as individual read receipts for
emails enabling senders to obtain fine grained information about a user’s in-
teraction with their email such as time of opening in addition to devices and
software used for opening the email. Concerns about the privacy implications
of email tracking using personalized URLs has been raised since 1995 [45] and
previous academic works revealed the prevalence of this method of tracking in
marketing emails [4,21,11,30].

In this paper we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of marketing email
eco-system. We demonstrate the prevalence of email tracking techniques in a
corpus of 237,741 marketing emails that we collected from 736 websites. Based
on this corpus we try to give some additional insights about email tracking
techniques and also highlight some misapprehension regarding email tracking
techniques.

2 Background

Email started out very simple, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) can
only carry textual messages that are represented by US-ASCII. In 1991, Mul-
tipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) relaxed this restriction by defining
algorithms that encode the email message to US-ASCII. Although the first mo-
tivation for using MIME was to support European characters in email [39], its
introduction also enabled sending emails with richer text formatting such as
HTML. With HTML, email messages are no longer restricted to textual con-
tent as they could contain well-designed messages with integrated multimedia
contents that render consistently across different email clients.
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In addition to having styling and richer text formatting, an HTML email
often contains references to remote resources. These resources are loaded by
the email client, when the recipient opens the email. Email tracking is inher-
ently linked to emails with HTML content, which consequently generates HTTP
requests for all embedded resources. This HTTP request leaks information in
three forms: meta-data, headers, and URL parameters. In this section we give
an overview of email marketing eco-system and the protocols used in email, fur-
ther elaborate on each of the three forms of HTTP tracking and discuss the
effectiveness of existing countermeasures in stopping them.

2.1 Overview of the Email Marketing Eco-system

Main Entities: The main entities that drive the email marketing ecosystem
are:

– Campaign owners: These are the businesses that reach their audience via
email to deliver services. For example news services that send headlines,
news digest and briefs via email and e-commerce platforms that promote sale
campaign or transactional emails. The end users either explicitly subscribe
to newsletters or receive transactional emails as part of the services they are
using (e.g., social media updates, online purchase confirmation, reminders,
etc.). The campaign owner might want to include a number of third parties
into their campaign emails to improve their services or to monetize their
audiences. For example they might integrate advertisement partners such as
Facebook or Instagram Ads; email optimization services such as mailing list
sanitization tool ZeroBounce2 or subject line personalization service phrasee;
marketing platforms such as Salesforce3 or Google Analytics4.

– Email Service Providers (ESPs): While sending emails is very important for
campaign owners, it is not part of their core business. As a result, they involve
ESPs to manage and send out their campaign emails. The ESP manages the
mailing list, provides email templates, and most importantly sends out the
campaign emails 5. In addition, an ESP provides integration tools, allowing
marketers to seamlessly integrate third parties into their marketing platform.
The ESP Mailchimp offers more than 250 integration tools to its customer.6

– Mailbox providers: Each email address is registered with a mailbox provider.
It offers email hosting for users to send, receive and store their email mes-
sages. Gmail and Yahoo! are examples of widely used mailbox providers.
Additionally, mailbox providers offer email security services such as spam
filtering, malware detection, and transport layer encryption to protect users
from malicious content.

2 https://www.zerobounce.net/
3 https://www.salesforce.com/
4 https://analytics.withgoogle.com/
5 Mailchimp, Selligent, and Campaign Monitor are examples of well-known ESPs.
6 https://mailchimp.com/integrations/

https://www.zerobounce.net/
https://www.salesforce.com/
https://analytics.withgoogle.com/
https://mailchimp.com/integrations/
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– Email Clients: Also called Mail User Agents (MUAs), email clients are soft-
ware such as Thunderbird and Microsoft Outlook that recipients use to open,
read and interact with their emails.

Email Delivery and Protocols: Figure 1 is an overview of key components
and protocols that are used in sending and retrieving an email. To send an email
the ESP submits it over SMTP to the marketers’ (i.e., email marketer) Mail
Transfer Agent (MTA) who is in charge of transmitting emails and relaying each
email to its recipient network via SMTP (step 1). Before routing an email, each
MTA performs certain checks like validating email message format, spam filter-
ing, and malware detection on the email. If the email fails the checks, MTA sends
a bounce message with a status code, like those described in RFC 3463 [49], to
the ESP (step 2&3). Finally, the email arrives at the final MTA, which is the
recipient’s mailbox provider. Afterward, the recipient can use an email client
to retrieve the newly arrived email via email access protocols such as POP3 or
IMAP (step 4). Before rendering the email, the email client performs a prepro-
cessing step to sanitize the email message (step 5).

Fig. 1. Overview of software and protocols used in sending marketing emails.

Email Marketing Guidelines: For campaign owners, deliverability and con-
sistent rendering of their emails are of outmost important. These two factors are
directly affected at two points in the email transportation process: spam filtering
performed by the MTA (step 3) and preprocessing by the email client (step 5):

– Spam filtering: Compliant with the spam filtering guidelines that is enforced
by mailbox providers and MTAs, ensures that each email gets delivered to
its intended recipients and spam emails are filtered out. CAN-SPAM Act [16]
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is an example of such regulations that is currently in place in the US. Get-
ting the recipient’s consent in form of confirmation email and providing an
opt-out option, through an unsubscribe link or List-Unsubscribe header [2],
are among the basic requirements for sending bulk and transactional emails.
To classify an email as spam, most spam filters use the text of the email
message [43,5]. A technique that spammers use to circulate these textual
filters is a so-called image spam in which spammers format their whole mes-
sages inside images [5,25]. Figure 2 is an example of an image spam email.
Thus, including embedded images in an email alerts spam filters that the
email might contain an image spam. Gmail use optical character recognition
(OCR) techniques to extract the text from an image and run their spam
filters on it [19]. Email service providers advise against embedded images7

and recommend external images instead [33,22,36].

– Preprocessing by the email clients: Consistent rendering is another important
concern for email marketers which is affected by the HTML preprocessing
step of email clients. In the preprocessing step, based on email client pol-
icy, some HTML tags are removed (HTML stripping) and certain elements
are overwritten (HTML overwriting) [27]. The HTML stripping removes
HTML tags that cause serious attacks in email. For example, <script> tag
is strictly removed by all email clients. This is due to the Reaper exploit
that was discovered in 1998 by Carl Voth [51] and demonstrated that by
running javascript, an attacker can wiretap email communications. Some
email clients also remove external CSS files since they open an attack sur-
face that can be exploited to change the content of an email. The exploit
called Ropemaker enables a malicious attacker to change the content of an
email after it is sent, just by changing the content of the external CSS that
is used inside an email [17]. In the HTML overwriting step the email client
overwrites parts of the HTML email for example, to block remote contents
the email client change the URL of remote images to prevent the HTML
rendering engine from automatically requesting them (see Figure 3 as an
example of HTML overwriting which prevents remote images from automat-
ically loading). It should be noted that email clients make different choices
about HTML stripping and overwriting. For example, Apple email clients
such as Apple Mail and iOS Mail block images by HTML overwriting but do
not block remote CSS files (no <link> stripping or overwriting) [7], Thunder-
bird blocks images but does not remove remote CSS (no <link> stripping)
which exposes recipients to attacks such as Ropemaker when they choose to
load remote contents. Campaign owners format their email templates with
an eye on these differences, and they use ESPs’ testing services to ensure
that their email renders properly across different email clients.

7 There are two methods for embedding images in emails: data URI and Content-
ID (CID). With data URI, the src attribute of an <img> include the ‘immediate
data’ [34]. CID images come as attachments to emails and the image src attribute
reference to the MIME Content-ID of the attachment[34].
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Fig. 2. Examples of image spams taken from the study by Ketari et al. A Study of

Image Spam Filtering Techniques[25]

2.2 Remote resources and HTTP requests

The HTTP requests for remote resources are the seeds of email tracking. How-
ever, it could be argued that remote resources are unavoidable in marketing
emails. Marketing emails are in nature call-to action and they depend on the
linkability of the HTML links. For displaying images, while embedded alter-
natives exist that do not require a HTTP request, their usage is discouraged
as they affect deliverability of the email. In this part we take a closer look at
privacy implication of HTTP requests in email and discuss the effectiveness of
existing countermeasures in stopping them. As already mentioned an HTTP re-
quest carries three categories of information that are interesting for trackers:
meta-data, HTTP headers and personalized URL tokens. An HTTP request can
be generalized in the following form:

GET request-URL [request-header]∗

Meta-data: Since HTTP is an application layer protocol, it depends on trans-
port layer protocols such as TCP/IP. These protocols reveal meta-data informa-
tion about the email client. For instance, the IP address, ports and packet size.
Xu et al. [52] demonstrate that by combining IP address and other tracking
methods, long term surveillance attacks can be launched upon recipients reveal-
ing their geolocation information and their email reading habits. Information
about recipients’ timezone can also be inferred based on meta-data. This is used
by ESPs to deliver emails according to users’ timezone [8,31].

HTTP headers: The request-header is one or more HTTP headers that the
email clients attach to the request to help the server provide a tailored response.
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HTTP headers are used for email tracking. Englehardt et al. [11] demonstrated
that email clients send the Cookie along with the HTTP requests which enables
the sender to link the requests with the recipient’s web profile. Bender et al. [3]
show that User-Agent header is used by sender to infer information about the
recipient’s device to deliver advertisement accordingly.

Personalized URL tokens: The request-URL in the representation above,
is the address of the remote resource. In email, it can also be personalized to
contain identifying information about the recipient. This could be any string
that map to the recipient email address at the server side. Englehardt et al. [11]
considered the email address of the recipient, or a combination of hashing and
encoding functions applied on it. They considered these tokens as Personally
Identifying Information (PII) and looked for cases where they are shared with
third parties. Haupt et al. [21] and Maass et al. [30] use multiple subscription
to find personalized URLs, by comparing the URL structure of emails sent to
multiple users.

2.3 Countermeasures:

Blocking Remote Contents: This countermeasure is deployed in every mod-
ern email client, either by default or through user settings. To block remote
contents, the email client changes the URL of remote resources in the HTML
overwriting step which prevents the rendering engine from automatically re-
questing them. Figure 3 is an example of HTML overwriting to block remote
images in Outlook web. While blocking remote contents stops all HTTP-based
tracking, it imposes negative effects on the user experience. Especially since some
email clients take a rough approach to blocking remote contents. For example,
blocking remote contents also implies blocking embedded images in several email
clients such as Yahoo! [22]. Note that loading embedded images does not re-
quire any HTTP requests, though it can trigger image spam emails and can be
used to expose recipients to a sophisticated phishing attack [26,35]. Currently
the only email client that provide more fine-grained content blocking is Proton-
Mail8, which offers a multi-level option for loading embedded and remote images
as shown in Figure 4.

Disabling HTML: Most email clients allow users to disable HTML as a coun-
termeasure against email tracking [48]. If the HTML part never gets rendered,
there will be no HTTP requests. The email client then ignores the text/html

MIME parts and will use the multipart/alternative text parts. According
to MIME specification in RFC 2046, “... the content of the various parts are
interchangeable” [15]. However, this is under the assumption that the senders do
provide alternative MIME parts for their emails.

Content Proxies: This is the most effective, existing countermeasure for min-
imizing the risks of email tracking. Content proxies are currently only deployed

8 https://protonmail.com/

https://protonmail.com/
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Fig. 3. HTML overwriting in Outlook web, the src attribute of the image is overwrit-
ten.

Fig. 4. Providing a multi-level option for loading embedded and external image in
ProtonMail.

by Google [18] and Yandex and can fully mitigate tracking based on meta-data
and HTTP headers. The proxy make the HTTP requests for remote contents
in email and serve the response back to the email client. The request has the
meta-data and the HTTP headers of the proxy and reveals nothing about the re-
cipient. However, content proxies do not change the URL of the requests. Hence,
they cannot protect against tracking using personalized tokens.

Browser Extensions: There are several browser extensions that aim to prevent
email tracking by identifying and blocking beacons images in the email. Beacons
are images in the size of a few pixels that incorporate third parties into email.
Two examples of plugins that block pixels are Ugly Mail9 and Trocker10. Using
advertisement blocking extensions also mitigate some of the privacy risks of email
tracking as it blocks all the requests to known third party trackers [11].

9 https://uglyemail.com/
10 https://trockerapp.github.io/

https://uglyemail.com/
https://trockerapp.github.io/
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3 Data collections

3.1 Collecting newsletter corpus with multiple subscription

To illustrate how the prevalence of URL personalization in marketing emails, we
set up a mail server and collected a corpus of commercial newsletter emails by
subscribing with multiple identities to each newsletter service. In order to find
newsletters forms we crawled Alexa top 10K sites11. We adapted the crawler
specification of Englehardt et al. [11] to subscribe with multiple email addresses
to each newsletter. This multiple subscription enables us to find personalization
tokens by comparing the URL structure of emails sent to multiple users.

The crawler and mail server communication is summarized in Figure 5. A
web server is set to act as the intermediary between the crawler and the mail
server. First, the crawler searches each site for a subscription form (step 1).
Once a potential subscription form is found, the crawler requests a new email
address from the web server along with information about the website in which
this email address is going to be submitted (step 2). The web server generates a
unique email address for this site and registered this email address on the mail
server (step 3). The web server then sends the newly generated email address
to the crawler to submit it to the subscription form. In order to subscribe with
multiple email addresses to each newsletter, step 2-4 are then repeated.

When the subscription form has been submitted, the website will often send
a confirmation email to the specified email address. This email contains a con-
firmation link and only after this link is clicked, the subscription is considered
finalized and newsletter emails start to arrive. Confirmation emails intend to
reduce the risk of newsletter emails being identified as spam. By clicking on the
confirmation link, the entity in possession of that email address confirms that
(s)he is willing to receive further emails from this sender. The confirmation link
extraction scheme is specified in the next section. Once the mail server finds the
confirmation link, it submits it to the web server so that the crawler can find it
and click on it.

3.2 Email preprocessing

For each incoming email, the mail server extracts the HTML message by retriev-
ing the MIME part text/html. It stores the images, links, and checks whether
the email include an embedded image. It stores links to external files (<link>),
checks if there are any <script> tag in the HTML structure and also searches
for URLs within <style> tag.

To extract the text part of an email, the mail server stores both the text
alternative part and the text extracted from the HTML part. It also extracts
some meta-data related to the email header.

To find the confirmation link, the mail server searches the first incoming
email of each inbox (i.e., email address. It extracts all <a> tags from the HTML

11 From Alexa top 1 Million list used in [11] available at https://github.com/citp/
email_tracking/blob/master/crawler_mailinglists/data/top-1m.csv

https://github.com/citp/email_tracking/blob/master/crawler_mailinglists/data/top-1m.csv
https://github.com/citp/email_tracking/blob/master/crawler_mailinglists/data/top-1m.csv
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Fig. 5. Crawler communicates with our web server.

message and checks if the text of the tag contains one of the keywords confirm,
validate, finalize, subscribe, activate, step. If no such link is found, it checks if
the URL in the href attribute contains one of these keywords. In case no link
is found, the mail server is going to adapt a bottom-up approach for finding the
confirmation link: for each link in the email, it is going to search for the keyword
in the text of the enclosing HTML element (see Figure 6).

The mail server also checks every incoming email for implementation of anti-
spam practices. It first searches for evidence of email address sharing. It checks
whether the sender email address has the same domain name as the website
on which the email address was registered. Providing opt-out options is also
checked using the List-Unsubscribe header, and the unsubscribe link within
the HTML message. For finding the unsubscribe link the same approach as
finding confirmation link is repeated, using keywords opt-out, unsubscribe, opt
out and unsub.

Fig. 6. An unsubscribe link found by searching the text of the parent element of <a>
tag.
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3.3 Identifying personalized parameters

We identify personalized URLs parameters using differential testing. In this
method multiple email addresses are subscribed to the same newsletter. Per-
sonalized URL parameters are identified by comparing the URL structure of the
same campaign email that is sent to these different inboxes. To do so we perform
the following steps:

– We first identify email addresses that are subscribed to the same site.

– For websites on which multiple users are subscribed we calculate the cosine
similarity of pairwise emails. We use the text extracted from the HTML
part, to calculate text similarity. These steps avoids comparing emails that
are subjected to A/B testing. If the similarity of two emails is more than
95%, we consider them to be the same campaign email.

– When two emails are identified as identical, we compare the URL structure of
their images and links based on their order of appearance in HTML structure.

– We then compare the two URLs. If they are different in a substring of 5
or longer, we consider them personalized. We assume that such string has
enough entropy to identify the recipient.

4 Results

In total our crawler made 187,886 subscription attempts (and, hence, so many
requests for a new email address on the mail server). The crawler might have
filled in a contact form, or a comment section. 6,160 users received at least two
emails during the period. The mail server was running between 2018/04/01 and
2018/06/10. During this period, we received 237,741 newsletter emails from 736
websites.

External images and links are the most common remote contents in

email: Analyzing the prevalence of remote resources in our corpus shows that
links and images together account for 97.25% of remote resources in newsletter
emails.12 However, in terms of privacy risks of images are more hazardous since
they are made without user involvement as soon as the client renders an email.

Marketing emails follow anti-spam regulation and guidelines: The cor-
pus confirms that anti-spam practices are followed by email marketers:

– No instances of email address distribution were detected (i.e., each inbox
received emails only from the website on which it was registered).

– An unsubscribe link is found in 87.58% of all emails. In addition, the
List-Unsubscribe header is used in 89.48% of emails.

12 HTML <a> tag account for 52.26% and <img> tag for 44.99%
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URL personalization is very common: Almost every marketing email in
our corpus contains images or links with personalized URLs. For 58% of senders,
the personalized token was persistently used in all the emails they sent (for the
remainder the URL parameter changes in different emails). Our dataset indicates
no instances of URL personalization for other remote resources such as CSS files.

Distinction between third party and first party is blurry in email:

Previous studies consider the distribution of third-parties in emails as indication
of email tracking [4,11,30,23]. In these studies, the URL of third-party contents
use a different domain name than the email sender, or the website on which
the email address was registered. Most web tracking protections use domain
blacklisting for identifying tracking content. However, our corpus shows that
this distinction does not always hold in email as we find instances of third-party
advertisement using the first-party domain.

Fig. 7. A LiveIntent advertisement and its HTML code snippet which users a subdo-
main of the sender stltoday.com.

We find 14 senders that use their own domain to serve third party advertise-
ment. These advertisements are served by LiveIntent13, a Supply Side Platform
(SSP) that enables publishers to receive revenue by managing their advertising
space inside their emails. LiveIntent is among trackers that receive the highest
number of PII information in the paper by Englehardt et al. [11]. LiveIntent
advertisements are served through a so-called LiveTag that uses a dedicated
subdomain of the email marketer to serve the advertisement. Figure 7 is an
example of a LiveIntent advertisement that uses a subdomain of the sender, stl-
today.com. To find the advertisement element, we use the general HTML and
URL structure of LiveTag [28]: find everu <a> element that has an <img> tag as

13 https://www.liveintent.com/

https://www.liveintent.com/
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its immediate child in the HTML structure, check if URLs in the src and the
href attributes of these elements contain the corresponding query parameters of
a LiveTag (p=, and either e= or m=). In addition, for each of these senders we
rendered one email and manually verified whether the identified tag is serving
an advertisement. Table 1 illustrates the results. To check whether these images
could get blocked by current countermeasures, we checked the domains in Ta-
ble 1 in trackers list of the ad-blocker Disconnect.me14, and EasyList15. None of
these domains are among the online trackers that will be blocked by ad-blockers
that are using these lists.

Domain Advertisement URL Presence in email

al.com eads.al.com 59.61%
alternet.org li.alternet.org 49.69%
cleveland.com eads.cleveland.com 62.27%
dealnews.com c3.dealnews.com 96.38%
nj.com eads.nj.com 61.38%
nola.com eads.nola.com 58.33%
philly.com li.philly.com 79.10%
realtor.com li.realtor.com 17.24%
seriouseats.com li.seriouseats.com 17.14%
stltoday.com li.stltoday.com 40.08%
tigerdirect.com li.tigerdirect.com 88.76%
timesofisrael.com nl.timesofisrael.com 89.62%
townhall.com li.townhall.com 14.53%
travelocity.com content.travelocity.com 20%

Table 1. The domain names that were used to serve LiveIntent advertisement.

5 Discussion

5.1 Privacy concerns of email tracking

The result shows that using personalized parameters is common in marketing
emails which enables them to obtain an HTTP-based read receipt for their
emails. It is reasonable to compare this form of email tracking with norms of
obtaining read receipts in similar applications. This is in-line with the contextual
definition of privacy [38] that uses informational privacy norms for assessing pri-
vacy risks. Email standards provision protocols for obtaining read receipt emails
through Message Disposition Notification (MDN) [47]. Different privacy concerns
of MDN have been discussed in RFC 8098 for example it emphasizes on obtain-
ing user consent before sending MDNs: “[...]While Internet standards normally
do not specify the behavior of user interfaces, it is strongly recommended that the

14 https://github.com/disconnectme/disconnect-tracking-protection
15 https://easylist.to/easylist/easylist.txt

https://github.com/disconnectme/disconnect-tracking-protection
https://easylist.to/easylist/easylist.txt
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user agent obtain the user’s consent before sending an MDN. [...] The purpose
of obtaining user’s consent is to protect user’s privacy. The default value should
be not to send MDNs.” [47]. For this reason, email clients use a very explicit
user interface before sending an MDN report.
Another application that involves sending read receipts are mobile messaging
applications. Email has been compared with messaging applications quite of-
ten in the web and in academic research [13,50]. Table 2 shows policy of popular
messaging apps in regard of read receipt. Unlike email, in messaging applications
user often have control over sending read receipt and can reject them.

Application Read receipt Disabling read receipt

WhatsApp ✓ ✓

Messenger ✓ ✗

Skype ✓ ✓

Telegram ✓ ✗

Hangout ✗ ✗

iMessage ✓ ✓

Table 2. Popular messaging apps and their policy regarding read receipts.

Obtaining read receipts in email protocols and messaging applications is un-
ambiguous and comes with explicit interface and fair denial consequences:

1. Unambiguous: In both MDN protocol and messaging applications, a read
receipt is exactly what the name suggests: it indicates whether the recipient
has opened a message. The same cannot be said about HTTP-based read
receipts in email since remote contents are loaded every time the email is
opened. Moreover, each request contains fine-grained meta-data such as the
exact time at which the email was read, devices and software that were used
and the location of the recipient.

2. Explicit interface: Read receipts use a clear and explicit user interface in
messaging applications (e.g. a double blue check mark next to the message)
and in MDN protocol (see Figure 8). However, the user survey of Xu et
al. [52] revealed that the majority of participants had no awareness about
the information leaks of loading remote contents in email.

3. Fair denial consequences: Recipients can reject sending MDN and disable
read receipts in most messaging applications without sacrificing function-
ality. However, to prevent HTTP-based read receipts a user should either
block remote contents, or disable HTML emails which both have a signifi-
cant negative impact on the user experience.

While most of the discussions in this paper are around marketing emails,
note that the same techniques for obtaining read receipts can be and are be-
ing used in day-to-day, conversational email communications. There are several
email tracking services targeting personal email communications for example,
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Fig. 8. Obtaining a read receipt through the MDN protocol in Outlook.

the renowned modern email client Superhuman16 includes tracking pixels in ev-
ery outgoing email and shows the read status of sent emails, MixMax 17, Streak18

and Yesware19 offer browser extensions for integration of email tracking services
to popular email clients such as Gmail or Outlook. The privacy implications
of email tracking for personal email communication is even greater, since it
conveys additional information as illustrated in the following example by M.
Davidson [10]:

“An ex-boyfriend ... pens a desperate email Subject: “I’ve been thinking about
us”. He sends it to his former partner. She reads it when she gets to work in
Downtown Los Angeles at 9am. She reads it again before dinner with friends in
Pasadena at 7pm. She reads it again at home in Santa Monica ... She decides not
to answer the email ... [but] her email is always communicating, and it’s sharing
info she does not want to send and doesn’t even know she is sending.” [10]

While in this paper we mainly focus on privacy implications of email track-
ing for obtaining privacy invasive HTTP-based read receipts, note that email
tracking is also a stepping stone to pervasive online tracking. Although per-
formed by hackneyed techniques, email tracking is very effective to persistently
track users over time and across devices. In fact, there are a number of online
tracking businesses that are built around email tracking, promoting it as the so-
lution for cookie-less tracking across devices [29,9,12]. Moreover, email tracking
often includes third parties which receive yet more data about the users such
as newsletters they are subscribed to, online services they are using, and their
email reading habits. This information is valuable to spammers for personalizing
their phishing and spamming attacks. Adding personalized context to phishing
attacks amplifies its impact, as shown in the recent Emotent phishing campaign,
which is at the moment of writing among the “top malware threats affecting Eu-
rope” [14]. Furthermore, there are businesses interested in sneaking into users’
inboxes to gain business insights from their bulk emails. In 2017 Unroll.me, a
free service that allows users to manage their newsletter subscriptions, sold parts
of its users’ data to Uber [24].

16 https://superhuman.com/
17 https://www.mixmax.com/
18 https://www.streak.com/
19 https://www.yesware.com/

https://superhuman.com/
https://www.mixmax.com/
https://www.streak.com/
https://www.yesware.com/
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Senders’ Justification: adjusting sending rate. It is argued that some
senders use email tracking in order to adjust their sending rate. Bender et al. [3]
subscribed multiple email addresses to different newsletters but exhibited differ-
ent email reading behavior including different email reading/opening frequencies
for each account. Their findings confirm that email marketers respond to the
user’s behavior and adjust their sending frequency, i.e., they send fewer emails
to less-active inboxes.

However, this practice mainly serves to the interest of sender as it aims
to prevent users from reporting their emails as spam, which jeopardizes their
reputation and delivery rate. Note that for recipients there is a difference between
receiving fewer emails and unsubscribing from a newsletter. Unsubscribing from
email communications has strict legal bindings that often protects the recipient
such as mandating the sender to delete all the user data. In contrast, when a
sender reduces sending frequency or even stops sending emails, the user data
remains within the system. Instead of infecting emails with tracking tokens to
steadily monitor users’ interactions senders should put user in control and allow
them to adjust their preferences.

5.2 Toward mitigation: Multi-level content blocking

While blocking remote contents can stop HTTP-based tracking, it is a rough
approach with heavy impact on user experience. De Paula et al. [40] emphasis
on providing multi-level countermeasures that enable users to choose different
levels of risks according to their tasks. Similarly, the privacy concerns of email
tracking could be reduced by involving the user. For example, giving users the
option to only load certain images in email (e.g., only loading the banner of a
newsletter). While this would not fully mitigate email tracking risks, it could
minimize the scope of tracking. Despite its simplicity, practical implementation
of a multi-level countermeasures is still missing in most email clients.20

6 Conclusion

In this paper we demonstrate the prevalence of email tracking in a corpus of
237,741 marketing emails. Our results illustrate that marketers are strictly fol-
lowing email communication guidelines by providing opt-out options and obtain-
ing consent for sending emails. Though these guidelines have not progressed as
the email eco-system evolves and do not protect users against the current meth-
ods of email tracking. As work in progress, we aim to assess the implications
of email tracking with respect to European General Data Protection Regulation
and ePrivacy directive.

20 As mentioned in Section 2.3, ProtonMail is the only email client that we could find
which provides a multi-level blocking for remote and embeded images.
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